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From The Editorial Desk
Since time immemorial, the human race has always endeavored to bridge distance.
We have travelled over land and sea, invented ways and means to fly across
continents and have even launched expeditions to unravel the mysteries of
universe. And while our quest for life beyond our own world continues to this day,
we have certainly brought ourselves closer on this planet. Therefore it comes as no
surprise that Indian festivals can be found across the globe from New Zealand to
Norway, Jamaica to Japan. Srishti of Charlotte is one more celebration of the
indomitable human spirit to bring ourselves closer inour abode, to include more as
we redefine our own community and yet stay rooted to the culture, values and
ethics that define the journey we know as India.
Like many other festivals of India, Durga Puja (also known as Durgotsav or
Sharodotsav and celebrated as Ram Navami in certain parts of the country)is a
joyous occasion that marks the triumph of good over evil. We repose our faith in a
life of virtue and commit ourselves to a path of righteousness. Srishti as an
organization provides the platform for all of us to join hands and be part of the
celebration and the movement. Since its inception in 2004, the organization has
been characterized by members across all age groups and a cheerful youthfulness
which is so welcomingly infectious. It is aptly described as our home away from
home and has been the torchbearer of Indian culture in this part of the world. As
you leaf through the pages of this magazine, we recognize you as part of our
community and extend a warm invitation to you. We hope you will find the journey
just as illuminating like we did and celebrate in the same spirit and fervor of
companionship like we do.
From all of us at Srishti, we wish you and your loved ones a Happy Durga Puja and
an enjoyable festive season ahead!

By Pr it h vir aj Gh osh Dast idar
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SRISHTI of Charlotte is a registered (Federal ID# 47-2245896) non-profit organized exclusively
for social, cultural, charitable and educational purposes.
SRISHTI of Charlotte is a leading beacon for promoting appreciation of the Bengali language,
literature, art, culture and heritage in the Carolinas with the view to preserve and pass on the
rich and vibrant Bengali heritage among young second generation of Bengali origin and the
broader Indian origin community in USA. It fosters unity and creates a cross cultural
interaction and appreciation of diverse cultures, engages in cultural exchanges with
like-minded organizations, participates in social welfare activities.
Srishti of Charlotte organizes opportunities for local individuals to present Indian and South
Asian performing arts such as dance, music and drama. Special efforts are taken to
encourage youth participation so that they learn and continue these art forms and add to the
diversity of their talents. Srishti of Charlotte actively partners and engages with various
educational institutions in the Charlotte Area. It also organizes donation drives to serve the
needs of the community like ?Toys for Tots?, Canned Foods drive beside others.
Like every year, we are excited to host our largest annual event namely our Du r ga Pu ja /
(Sh ar odiya Ut sav) from Friday, Oct ober 7t h t o Su n day, Oct ober 9t h 2016. This social and
cultural extravaganza is typically attended by over 600 people from the Carolinas and its
neighboring states.
We primarily rely on contributions from our members and commercial and corporate
organizations like you to support our growing association. We humbly request your annual
contributions by placing an advertisement in our newly developed souvenir that would cover
both the print and the internet media for a full year.
If you have any questions please feel free to contact us at committee@srishticharlotte.org
Thank you,
With warm regards,
SRISHTI of Charlotte
http://www.srishticharlotte.org/
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By Dola Pau l
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In Sear ch of a ?Good Nam e?
Shakespeare was right, ?what?s in a name??. I can say with confidence that a brinjal cooked
any way or called by any other name will be my least favorite vegetable. Eggplant always
makes me wonder what kind of eggs they were named after, certainly not the kind available
at the local grocery store. The fancy sounding aubergine will be just as unappealing to me
when served on the finest china. My favorite name for brinjal is the Bengali ?be-gun? meaning
lacking good qualities. Strangely, this vegetable may have the honor of having the most
names as it is also known as garden egg, guinea squash and melongene. Ever heard of that?
Spellcheck hasn?t either.
When it comes to our own name or the names of our progeny, it is impossible to dismiss the
topic casually by saying ?what?s in a name?? There is evidently a lot as I discovered in my own
journey called life that began with a name selected by my parents. As much as I loved its
uniqueness, I secretly rolled my eyes when teachers struggled with getting Shyamashree right.
They seemed relieved that my last name,Das was short and recognizable. Carrying on the
Bengali tradition of having a ?daak naam? which is a pet or nick name affectionately reserved
for family and close friends, I owned one that may have sounded adorable when I was little
but today it is far from being print worthy. I prefer to forget how embarrassed I used to feel,
when my mother called out to me in the presence of my classmates. However, there was little
chance that my classmates would give me a hard time because we all had our lives
complicated by names, surnames and the like providing enough ammunition that could be
used against each other. Eventually I learned to gracefully embrace my name and nick names
as part of my identity but good things don?t last forever.
It should come as no surprise that after I moved to Charlotte,my name was in the forefront of
my life with the additional challenge of a new last name to which I had no idea how people
would react. Even though I go by Shyama, which I assumed would be easy because of its
uncomplicated two syllable nature, I realized it was just as hard for locals to pronounce.
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After all these years, I have resorted to reward friends with coffee if they get the
pronunciation right or occasionally threaten to quiz them about my full name. My husband
also had a similar experience with a weighty Bengali name and a rather contrasting pet name.
A lot has been written about how families pick deep and meaningful good names for their
children and then cruelly albeit unknowingly off set it bya silly pet name, so all I will say is that
itis mostly true.And because of that every Madhusudan orPradeep Kumar is doomed to
coexist witha Khoka or Laltu.
With our history, you can imagine why my husband and I took great care in picking out the
names for our children. After weeks of gleaning through options on the internet, books and
unsolicited advice, we had a short list. The next step was to have our trusted coworkers read
the names out loud so we could delete the ones they butchered or got tongue tied with. We
discovered that it isn?t uncommon for parents to agonize over the names of their children
especially when they know that their children can potentially be the target of bullies waiting
to ridicule anyone who is different. One of my friends spent so much time searching for
names on Google that she ended up naming her son Google, temporarily of course.
The criteria for a good name can be tough to meet as profound meaning and ease of
pronunciation is often mutually exclusive. Then comes the question of whether you want
your child to stand out or be lost in a sea of Joes and Janes. Browsing through a bookstore, I
recently came across a book titled ?An Abundance of Katherines? immediately reminding me
of my former workplace where there was such an abundance. Katherines only differed in
how their shortened versions were spelled. They either started with C or K and ended with y
or ie. Picking out an easy and familiar first name is understandably a popular choice given
that many little girls would love to be a fairy tale Ella, a glamorous Priyanka or dreamy Nisha.
The probability of having more ?friends?on social media may end up being greater for boys
with names of movie characters and stars such as Prem, Raj or Ranbir. Although, having a
long and unusual name and last name may actually rescue you from a sticky situation.
Imagine a fictitious woman named Sharmila Mukhopadhyay-Chattopadhyay getting pulled
over for driving at say 40 mph in a 35 zone. The cop walks up to the car and after a close
inspection of the Driver ?s License tries to write up the name on the ticket. After fumbling and
misspelling numerous times, the exhausted officer gives up and lets her go simply saying,
?Ma?am please stay within the speed limit.? Isn?t it possible?
My suspicion is that some names are plain lucky as they seem to convey a sense of
importance that is unspoken and unexplained. A case in point is the name Robert. Lamenting
the glass ceiling, my friend once remarkedthat the key requirement for entry into the C-suite
of her employer was the name Robert. The chief executives were Robert, Bob, Rob and for
diversity future candidates might include a Bert or Bertie. Perhaps the company is deeply
influenced by the popular TV show Downton Abbey where the chief patriarch is Robert
Crawley, the Earl of Grantham.
Jokes apart, as parents there is no favored way to select the best name for our child or know
all the consequences of our selection, so why not risk choosing the name we love most.
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My Grandparents Stayed the
Summer
My grandparents stayed the summer
Which wasn?t such a bummer
But my brother was more of a bugger
While my grandparents made it fun-ner
What did I do this summer?
I went to the beach
The experience was like a peach
I swam with a giant Stingray
Whose spots were all grey
I went to four amusement parks
And also to Lego Land
So since we were in Florida
It was all so grand!
We had a summer full of fun
Playing ever more under the sun
Now that summer is coming to an end
I?ve to say goodbye to my two best friends
I only have left one week of summer
I know it is such a bummer
My brother is still a bugger
But my grandparents stayed the summer?

By Sh ir een (M aya) Collam , 4t h Gr ade, Gr an d Oak
Elem en t ar y
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Aguner Poroshmoni
Let the divine fire
Touch my heart O Lord
And lead my life
unto deliverance
Lift my body O Lord
And let it rise
And burn Like a lamp
That will illuminate
your sacred temple
And let the flame
burn light and day
In my song
wonderous new stars
Fill the night
As you bless the darkness
With your divine touch
The darkness
will be dispelled
From my vision
And there will be light
Everywhere I lay my eyes.
And please let my pain
rise and burn
Heavenwards
O Lord!

By Sapt am i Sar k ar
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Raatri eshe jethay meshe
We met
Where the night melts
Into the day's ocean

And where
light merges into dark
In a tapestry of white and black
And waves rush amok
From one shore to the other

Your profound words
Resonate in the silent deep blue
And then the golden rays
Slowly pierce the morning sky

And I glimpse at your face
But alas see nothing
And in my dream wrapped wakefulness My
tears flow unabated

By Sapt am i Sar k ar
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Cri st i an o Ron al d o
Cristiano Ronaldo is an eminent football player. His full
name is Cristiano Ronaldo dos Santos Aveiro. When Cr7
was 4 he got his first fòotball. When he was 7 his father,
Dinis Aveiro took him to the club ?Sporting?. He played
there till he was fifteen years old. At sixteen he joined the
club Manchester United. His best friend there was Wayne
Rooney. He met the coach Alex Ferguson . He was pleased
by his performance. In 2009 Ronaldo went to the spanish
club Real Madrid. There he was a fan of the Italy coach Jose
Moneriho. After the lost Real Madrid La Liga champions
cup in the finals. The coach of real madrid, Jose Moneriho
was fired.

That day Ronaldo was weeping and going home. In 2014
portugal lost the Euro quarter finals. It was beacause Cr7
scored an own goal in a corner with his head. All the
players were angry with him.
In 2014 he won his 3rd
Fifa ballondor. But his rival Lionel Messi won his 4th
ballondor. He was ?laughed?when Messi was declared the
best player of the year. In 2016 euro cup final in the 21st
minute Ronaldo was severly injured but Portugal won the
finals. Many people prefer to believe that Ronaldo is a
great player just like me !!!

By Aar in Sah a (4t h Gr ade)
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Du k h er o b esh e
esh ech o b ol e
I will not fear you my Lord
Because you come to me
Cloaked in pain
But I will hold you
the strongest
Where it hurts
Even if you cover your face
In darkness
I will still know it's you
And if you come to me
as death
I will perish willingly
At your feet
I will not be afraid
No matter how you show yourself
And if my eyes overflow today
Let the tears rain down !
When I reel
from your unrelenting embrace
Let my pain remind me
That you surround my heart
and fill it
And I will not say a word
Nor want a thing
But shall only gaze at your face
In endless gratitude

By Sapt am i Sar k ar
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Am ar m u k t i al oy al oy
My freedom shines
in the light of the sky
My freedom floats
In the dust-laden grass

I lose myself
In the space
beyond my body
And soul
And my freedom soars
heavenwards
Lulled by my music

My freedom lies
In the hearts of millions
And in jobs
That defy
all sorrows
And hardships

And I hope someday
That I may
Offer my life
in The divine pyre
That burns
In your temple
By Sapt am i Sar k ar
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How m u ch d o we u n d erst an d ab ou t GOD
Well, it's a very common question I hear almost every seeker, scholar, believer , devotee or an
atheist asks at least once in their life, Who is GOD ? Not that i have an answer to it but i have a
different understanding about what leads to believing in GOD.
As you dig deep in History with various types of Ancient Civilization unfolding itself, there's
one very common believe that surfaces each time and that is the devotion in GOD. There's no
denying that megalithic structures and magnanimous monuments were constructed in every
advanced civilization to prove their believe in prayers and worship but as mankind has
progressed and so is science we like to have an answer to all questions related to science,
history and everything far and beyond. There have been theories after theories coming up
with all kinds of explanation and suggestions. Alien theorist would like to believe that God is
an Alien, Religious theorist believe God as a Divine Person and Atheists believe God is non
existing .
As per Hinduism (Brahma, Vishnu, Mahesh) even so, still there has to be an origin, if that
origin is even vaguely thought to be like a black hole, still there is an existence which is not yet
completely understood by humans.
So my believe says, every civilization comes with its own limited understanding of the
unknown. Whatever they think at that point in time either becomes their theory or hypothesis
and gets a place in our textbooks. Since no civilization has existed throughout time there is
no way to prove they have known God. Therefore, the question still remains-Who is GOD ? A
Person , an Alien or a Believe !!!
Though for me He is the infinite, yet if i have to express in words this is how i would like to
describe
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He is the Eternal Truth and yet the Unknown,He resides in every being and yet He is invisible,
He whose eyes open to the daylight and closes to darkness, He who is the Knowledge and
also the Ignorance. He who is omnipresent and still invisible.
He who existed before anything else existed and He who will exist even when nothing else
will. He is the ultimate truth who exist in our hearts but not always in our mind. He who
supports and preserves all the creation in the universe, He is the witness of all Occurrences,
well-wisher of all beings, He is the one imperishable, indestructible seed from which all
beings in the universe are cultivated.
The Gita ? Chapter 9 ? Shloka 18

As quoted by LEO TOLSTOY
"God is that infinite All of which man knows himself to be a finite part "
By Manisha Singh
Justspeakingblog.wordpress.com

JJP Pian o & M u sic Pr ogr am
M r . Joh n J. Pyles
7604 New Tow n Road
Waxh aw
Nor t h Car olin a
Ph on e: 704-449-1151
Em ail: joh n w w m p@iclou d.com
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St ep h en Hawk i n g: Th e M agi cal M i n d
A tribute to an eminent scientist whose work I really admire
Here he comes, in his rolling chair,

To move his body, speak with his lips,

Looking as if he is in great despair,

Yet his magical mind soars and creates,

With a computer to talk,

A theory that shakes the world,

And his movements locked,

And changes the way we look at time and
space.

But in his mind,
he is as free as the breeze,
Thinking of the many mysteries,

Here he comes, in his rolling chair,

This universe holds.

Now his mind is full of care,
The world will commemorate,

Here he comes, in his rolling chair,

This man?s one and only fate,

Looking as if he is in great despair,

To educate the minds of people on Earth,

But he asks himself questions,

Teach them to dream and explore,

Battles with misconceptions,

Helping their thoughts and ideas soar.

Strives to solve the unexplained vastness,
Of far-away galaxies and stars yet undiscovered.He may be trapped in his body, wheelchair
bound,
Here he comes, in his rolling chair,
With brilliant scientific ideas to share,
Facts the world has a desire to know,
Though he has no way to show,

But his mind roams free, seeking answers not
found,
Although we are confined by sickness and
fear,
We must dare to know what is not always
near.
By Sou r odeep Bh at t ach ar ya (Pik u )
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Wh at M ak es M e Wh o I Am
I?m from loving hours spent with my family,

I?m from India, the country of my birth,

From tea-times when tender moments are
shared,

The land of tall, snowy mountains,
green-emerald valleys,

From long walks down the street, while the sun And deep, blue, meandering rivers that carry
smiles down at us,
sacred water,
Its mellow warmth mingling with our happy
laughter,

From the land of temples and the fertile
bounty of the soil,

As the world chatters around us and busy
people go by,

Rich cultures and customs, colorful festivals
and rituals,

I am cocooned in the care of my nurturing
world,

The unique land of unity, in all its diversity,
My roots that ground me and make me who
I am,

I?m from beaches, where shadows dance on the
blazing sand,
I?m also from America, the land of dreams
As the tide crawls up the shores, and then
and opportunities,
retreats,
Standing proud and strong, over years of
I?m from cool, refreshing mango smoothies,

glorious history,

And salty, succulent, seafood on the sea side
shack,

A decade spent here learning and growing,

From feeding the seagulls, and watching the
dolphins frolic in the waves,

I feel within me the best of both worlds,

Making new friends and forming new bonds,

And I dream of a future full of hope and new
Summers by the ocean are our family tradition, promises.
By Sou r odeep Bh at t ach ar ya (Pik u )
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M ak i n g Sn owm an

By Noyon ik a Agar w al
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Pujor Shaaj
?You can take a bong out of Bengal, but you can never take out Bengal from a bong?s heart!?
Durga Pujo is one of the grandest celebration we Bengalis have. The few days of non-stop
festivities that Bengal has, surpasses the grandeur and opulence of every other festival
across the country. This is also the time to be vibrant and radiate the enthusiasm of this
occasion. And on the occasion of this mega festival, I would like to share a few tips on some
of the most sought after fashion trends of today.
To me fashion is something that one is comfortable with, something one can carry it
confidently. During the festive season, we usually get to see the blooming of vibrant colors
like bright reds, pinks and oranges. It reflects the festive mood pervading the nature. So
during this festival, the traditional Indian Saree is one of the most ?in-demand? attire for
Indian women. Specifically the most traditional and glamorous Red and White saree. Team
this up with make up in nude colors that work for your skin tone or jazz it up with a
coral-pink shade which reflects your inner Goddess.
For the dazzling festival evenings, go ahead and use those vibrant colors. Always remember
to ?Keep experimenting?. My favorite attire for Durga puja is the ultra traditional, the ?Bangali
Bou Shaaj? with the loosely knotted/coiffed hair, a dash of red vermillion (sindoor) in the
parting of your hair and bright red dot (tika) on the forehead. The saree needs to be draped
the Bengali way which is popularly known as as? Aat Poure? along with puff-sleeved blouse.
A style that never goes out fashion. Kind of sarees that can be worn year round are Ghicha
silk, Jamdani Dhakais, kanjeevaram silk sarees, Chanderi silk sarees and handlooms.
This occasion also offers an opportunity to men to dress in ethnic outfits particularly in ?kurta
pajama?, ?dhoti kurta?or in ?churidar kurta?. Fashion during Durga Puja for men has found new
meaning through different necklines and collar cuts in kurtas along with some Indo Western
waist coats. Donning a traditional ?Dhuti Panjabi with Koncha? during Pujo gives you the
eternally classic look of a ?Bangali Jamai?.
But my friends, whatever be your style, your selection of colors, your decision to wear during
these few festive days, the only thing that you want to make sure is to be comfortable and
carry it off with a panache.
Wishing you all a Very Happy Durga Pujo!!
By Gau r i Bose
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These sentiments are Smt Sagarika Mitra's (mom of one of our Srishti members Saswati
Collam) heartfelt impressions after having met some of the beautiful ladies of Srishti
family over the course of this summer when she visited US.
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Sharodiya r Preeti o Subhecchha from
Bhattacharya Family !
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By Ish an i
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An u sh k a Pr am an ik (4h Gr ade)

By An u j Dey
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Noyon ik a Agr aw al (3r d Gr ade)

Self Pot r ait by Nih ar ik a Par u i
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Paper collage
By Noyon ik a Par u i
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By Aleen a Bisw as
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By Lily Bisw as (1st Gr ade)
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By Aleen a Bisw as

By Aleen a Bisw as
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With Best Compliments from:
Dr. Bithika Guha
Priyadarshini & Christopher White
Gautam, Samiksha, Ujjayini Bose
Pogo & Poppy
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By Nik h il 8t h gr ade

By Tr ish a 1st gr ade
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By Devish i Roy (Pr e K-4)
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Collage by Dola Pau l
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By Sapt am i Sar k ar
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By Pr iyan k a M an dal
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By Pr iyan k a M an dal
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A DV ERT I SE W I T H
A r ani
Ex tend Your Reach
Get Great A d Rates on our nex t
edi ti ons
FEATURING: f u ll page, h alf page an d
qu ar t er page ads.

FOR M ORE INFORM ATION PLEASE
CONTACT:
San t an u Sar k ar
san t an u _k u m ar @yah oo.com
Pan k aj Pr am an ik
pan k aj.pr am an ik @gm ail.com
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Sr ishti of Char lotte wishes
you and your family a
happy and joyous Dur ga
Puja 2016.
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